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P i n n a c l e  o f  P e r f o r m a n c e

Rodda Paint exterior paint
Through summer's blistering 
heat and winter's blizzards, 
your house's paint has to 
stand strong. Therefore, it's 
hard to believe that any 
paint is guaranteed for a 
lifetime, but that's the case 
with Rodda Paint's Ultimate 
Exterior Paint Line.

                       - Tom Barlow  

FINISH RIGHT

 Avai lable at Rodda Paint stores.

503-521-4300   800-452-2315

www.roddapaint.com
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Quick Find
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Ultimate II series exterior paint employs an advanced 
coating technology that results in a premium quality 
house paint with superior durability & color retention.  
It provides extended protection for residential & 
commercial projects where a low maintenance coating 
is desired. It can be applied to a multitude of surfaces 
even in low temps, has early moisture resistance for our 
Northwest weather and contains low VOC content for 
minimal environmental impact. Limited Lifetime 
Warranty. See data sheet or sales representative for 
more details. 

For complete application 
instructions, please refer to 
Technical Data Sheet or label, 
available online at 
www.roddapaint.com

Ultimate II – 
Our very best exterior coating

Painting the exterior of your home can be an 
adventure as well, although not as dangerous as 
climbing a mountain there are usually some hurdles 
along the way.  Ultimate II takes the worry out of 
having to tackle that type of project too often by 
providing a premium quality protective �nish to your 
siding and trim.  Honestly, the hardest part of the 
project will be trying to pick and agree on a color that 
you can live with for a lifetime.  

Ultimate II was formulated to glide on smoothly by 
brush, roller or spray application, leaving a thick layer 
of protection on the surface.  Being formulated locally 
for our Northwest environment, it o�ers a low 
temperature cure, early moisture resistance, and more 
than adequate mold and mildew additives for the 
rougher winter months.  Summer can pose its own 
threats but Ultimate II is modi�ed with premium 
acrylic resins and specialty UV blockers to  keep the 
�lm �exible for drastic temperature changes and to 
retain color and gloss longer than traditional coatings. 

Your home is your single largest investment, treating it 
with the best coating will give you the peace of mind 
and protection needed so you can enjoy the fun side 
of life, like a family BBQ on the back deck.  Ultimate II 
eliminates your worries.  With quality products, 
knowledgeable sta� and a reputation of service, Rodda 
o�ers you an alternative to the big box experience and 
a local alternative to the national brands. 

The EMMAQUA Method: Seven years of weathering in nine months.

Atlas Materials Testing Solutions has pioneered outdoor accelerated testing for 100 

years. Their EMMAQUA (Equatorial Mount with Mirrors for Acceleration with AQUA) 

method concentrates natural sunlight onto test specimens via 10 highly re�ective 

specially -coated mirrors. It’s intensity is the equivalent of eight suns. Spray cycles add 

deionized water to simulate the dampness of our Northwest climate. Allowing for the 

variances in UV radiation between Arizona (where the tests are conducted) and the 

Northwest. It is estimated that the test period equivalence is 7 to 8 years.

 
EMMAQUA 990 MJ UV Exposure, Equivalent to 7 years 
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Ultimate II

This accelerated exposure testing is independent 
and passes industry ASTM standards; D4364, 
D4141, G90, D5722, ISO 877 & SAEJ1961.

No thinning recommended / Warm, soapy water

Brush, roller, spray

THINNING / CLEAN-UP

APPLICATION RECOMMENDATIONS

Flat - 37.08 ± 2%                      Satin - 38 ± 2% 

VOLUME SOLIDS

Flat - 43 gram/liter        Satin - 80 gram/liter
V.O.C.

RECOMMENDED USES

Technical Properties

THEORETICAL SPREAD RATE / FILM THICKNESS

Flat:  325 sq ft / Wet - 5 mils, Dry - 2 mils  
Satin: 325 sq ft / Wet - 5 mils, Dry - 2 mils

No thinning recommended / Warm, soapy water

Painting the exterior of your home can be an 
adventure as well, although not as dangerous as 
climbing a mountain there are usually some hurdles 
along the way.  Ultimate II takes the worry out of 
having to tackle that type of project too often by 
providing a premium quality protective �nish to your 
siding and trim.  Honestly, the hardest part of the 
project will be trying to pick and agree on a color that 

Ultimate II was formulated to glide on smoothly by 
brush, roller or spray application, leaving a thick layer 
of protection on the surface.  Being formulated locally 
for our Northwest environment, it o�ers a low 
temperature cure, early moisture resistance, and more 
than adequate mold and mildew additives for the 
rougher winter months.  Summer can pose its own 
threats but Ultimate II is modi�ed with premium 
acrylic resins and specialty UV blockers to  keep the 
�lm �exible for drastic temperature changes and to 
retain color and gloss longer than traditional coatings. 

Your home is your single largest investment, treating it 
with the best coating will give you the peace of mind 
and protection needed so you can enjoy the fun side 
of life, like a family BBQ on the back deck.  Ultimate II 

  With quality products, 
knowledgeable sta� and a reputation of service, Rodda 
o�ers you an alternative to the big box experience and 

Jim Armstrong
Rodda Paint Lab Manager / Chemist
Explorer
Photographer

Premium Quality Coating
Ultimate II surpasses all others in performance while giving you 
multiple sheen options for use on siding, walls and trim. Our full 
spectrum color capabilities and a low VOC formulation, push 
Ultimate II past the competition and will be the last paint you’ll ever 
need on your project. Designed speci�cally for the quality conscious 
consumer who expects high performance and extended longevity in 
an exterior coating, Ultimate II lives up to its warranty.

Applications
High volume of solid content creates extreme coverage and hide for 
Ultimate II while the quality resin allows a smooth, �owing applica-
tion for brushing, rolling or spraying. The formulation structured 
special additives allow for outstanding touch-up giving you the 
ability to �x small areas or additions in a hurry.

Formulation
Rodda’s Ultimate II advanced coating technology exhibits early water 
resistance allowing a quicker dry during inclement weather. Our 
proprietary formulation resists dirt pick-up resulting in a cleaner 
�nish and a longer lasting �lm. As our top exterior �nish, Ultimate II 
also contains key UV inhibitors for superior color resistance and to 
maintain �lm integrity. The 100% acrylic resin demonstrates excellent 
�exibility making it a perfect coating for multiple substrate types.

Warranty
Rodda Paint warranties the Ultimate II series of products for a limited 
lifetime on residential structures and up to 35 years on commercial 
applications. This solid hide yet breathable �nish is guaranteed to 
outlast conventional coatings and carries our top honor warranty as a 
result. For warranty details, please visit one of our local Rodda Paint 
stores or online at roddapaint.com.

Wrangell-Saint Elias Mountains, Alaska Mt. Steller’s  summit, Alaska

Our very best exterior coating

Rodda Paint Lab Manager / Chemist

Mt. Steller’s  summit, Alaska
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Wrangell-Saint Elias Mountains, AK

Prayer Flags – Himalaya Mountains, Nepal


